For members of the press

June 11th, 2020

The innovative hotel will be opened in Kyoto!
The concept of this hotel is to provide guests with the comfortable space in a
Japanese modern taste, delicious food and health.

「RESI STAY HOTEL SUN CHLORELLA」

https://resistay.jp/ja/room/hotel-sun-chlorella/
It will be opened on July 15th, 2020！
Sun Chlorella Corporation (Head Office: Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto City President & CEO:
Futoshi Nakayama), which has offered the plant-based whole foods “chlorella” for
more than 50 years, will open a hotel, “RESI STAY HOTEL SUN CHLORELLA”, in
Kyoto (Kamino-cho, Omiya-dori, Shimogyo-ku) on July 15th, 2020.
This hotel is 5-story building and offers 15 rooms in total and 9 different types of
rooms in a Japanese modern concept. On the first floor, there are Taiwanese cuisine
restaurant and cold pressed juice shop, which uses not only seasonal fruits and
vegetables but also chlorella, for everyone including guests, domestic and
international tourists who enjoy sightseeing in Kyoto and people who live in Kyoto.
It is a 1-minute walk from the Kyoto City bus stop, "Nanajo Omiya, Kyoto
Suizokukan-mae (Kyoto Aquarium)". The nearest train station,
“Umekoji-Kyotonishi” ,on the JR San-in Line is about an 8-minute walk. Moreover, it
is a 12-minute walk from Kyoto Station. This innovative hotel is located in Kyoto, a
popular tourist area in Japan, and offers unique experiences such as comfort and
health.

◆Hotel Outline
Opening date: July 15th, 2020
Hotel name: RESI STAY HOTEL SUN CHLORELLA
Address: 416-2, Kamino-cho, Omiya-dori,
Kizuyabashi-agaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan
Structure/Scale:
a 5-story building made of reinforced concrete
Number of rooms: 15 rooms (9 types of rooms)
Facilities: WholeDeli (Taiwanese cuisine restaurant)
WholeJuice (cold pressed juice shop)

Exterior of the hotel

Transportation:
(Bus）Kyoto city bus “Nanajo Omiya, Kyoto Suizokukan-mae (Kyoto Aquarium)”…a
1-minute walk
(Train）JR San-in Line “Umekoji-Kyotonishi”… a 8-minute walk
JR Kyoto Line / Kintetsu Railway Kyoto Line / Subway Karasuma Line…a 12-minute

walk
TEL： +81-75-353-7744
Website ：https://resistay.jp/ja/room/hotel-sun-chlorella/
Operating company ：RESI STAY Co., Ltd.
●For opening the hotel
Nowadays, we are confronted with people's values in rapidly changing conditions.
More and more people are moved by intangible values rather than tangible values,
so we decided to open “HOTEL SUN CHLORELLA” to offer a place where people can
feel comfort, joy, excitement and happiness in Kyoto.
We decided the layout of rooms based on the image of a Japanese modern space
while maintaining a homey atmosphere. We also have rooms large enough for
families to stay together. Kyoto Aquarium, Kyoto Railway Museum and Umekoji Park
are within walking distance from our hotel. Our staff will welcome everyone who
visits “HOTEL SUN CHLORELLA” aiming to bring smiles and excitement to them.
(Futoshi Nakayama, President & CEO of Sun Chlorella Corporation）
●Guest Rooms（Example）
・Japanese Quad
・Deluxe Japanese
・Japanese Suite
15 rooms in total, up to 4~5 people/per room

●Reception

●MAP

【Company Outline】
Company Name：Sun Chlorella Corporation

https://www.sunchlorella.co.jp/

A d d r e s s：369 Osaka-cho, Karasuma-dori Gojo-sagaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
600-8177 Japan
Business Category ： Development and Production of Health Foods, Marketing and
Sales, Import and Export, etc.

